Graphical calculi are vital tools for representing and reasoning about quantum circuits and processes. Some are not only graphically intuitive but also logically complete. The best known of these is the ZX-calculus, which is an industry candidate for an Intermediate Representation; a language that sits between the algorithm designer's intent and the quantum hardware's gate instructions. The ZX calculus, built from generalised Z and X rotations, has difficulty reasoning about arbitrary rotations. This contrasts with the cross-hardware compiler TriQ which uses these arbitrary rotations to exploit hardware efficiencies. In this paper we introduce the graphical calculus ZQ, which uses quaternions to represent these arbitrary rotations, similar to TriQ, and the phase-free Z spider to represent entanglement, similar to ZX. We show that this calculus is sound and complete for qubit quantum computing, while also showing that a fully spider-based representation would have been impossible. This new calculus extends the zoo of qubit graphical calculi, each with different strengths, and we hope it will provide a common language for the optimisation procedures of both ZX and TriQ.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to introduce a new graphical calculus, called ZQ, similar to the already established graphical calculi of ZX, ZW and ZH. These calculi are universal, sound, and complete as representations of qubit quantum computing circuits: Any circuit can be represented as a diagram in any of these calculi, and two circuits perform the same operation on qubits if and only if the rules of the calculus show an equality between the corresponding diagrams. The ZH calculus [5] and the ZW calculus [11, 12] are based on the algebraic structure of rings (for qubit quantum computing we explicitly mean the calculus ZW C ). The ZX calculus and, as we shall see, the ZQ calculus are instead based on group structures. This similarity in algebraic structure will be used to find a translation between the two calculi, providing us with a method to show the universality and completeness of ZQ, but also highlights an important difference: ZQ is built on a non-commutative group, but we will show that the fundamental building blocks of ZX are restricted to commutative groups.
The ZX calculus is built from the Z and X classical structures of quantum computing, and was introduced in Ref. [8] . Even in that earliest paper the Z 'phase shift' is illustrated as a rotation of the Bloch Sphere [8, §4] . By the time of Ref. [3] , eight years later, language had changed to that of Z 'rotations' or 'angles' [3, Lemma 3.1.7], and explicit use is made of the Euler Angle Decomposition result; that any rotation in SO3(R) can be broken down into rotations about the Z then X then Z axes. The idea behind the calculus ZQ is to represent not just the Z and X rotations of the Bloch Sphere, but represent arbitrary rotations via unit-length quaternions. ZX is built not just from rotations but also from spiders: Rotations are viewed as acting on individual qubits, but spiders link multiple qubits, expressing entanglement. The observation of Ref. [8] is that the structures of spiders and rotations can be merged into a single diagrammatic entity, where each spider (see Figure 1 ) is given a colour, of either green indicating Z or red indicating X, and a phase, indicating the angle of rotation. Figure 1 : The spiders of ZX can have any number of inputs and outputs, have a colour of red or green, and are labelled by an angle. If the angle is 0 it is often omitted. The colours used in this paper have been chosen such that Z (green) should appear lighter than X (red), even when viewed in greyscale [20] .
The Bloch Sphere, which we cover in more detail in §2, is not a perfect analogy [26] . Although it provides us with useful intuition and a way to consider a single qubit in real Euclidean space, its group of rotations, SO3(R), is a subgroup of the group of special unitary evolutions, SU2(C), which the standard circuit model of quantum computing actually uses [23] . The group SU2(C) itself is isomorphic to the group of unit-length quaternions, and so we shall use these quaternions as a replacement for SO3(R)'s rotations, giving us the 'Q' in ZQ. This use of quaternions to represent rotations is not new to quantum computing [26] , nor other domains such as engineering or computer graphics [24] , but has recently surfaced as a useful component of Intermediate Representations for quantum circuits. Intermediate Representations sit between the user's specification of an algorithm and the actual implementation on a specific piece of hardware. The system TriQ [21] provides such an Intermediate Representation, targeting existing quantum computers run by IBM, Rigetti, and the University of Maryland. The authors claim a speed-up in execution of their benchmarks on the seven quantum computers considered, in part because of TriQ's use of quaternions in the optimisation process [22, §4] : Any sequence of single qubit gates can be combined into just one quaternion, then decomposed into the most efficient sequence of gates for the target hardware architecture.
Our aims in making ZQ are the following:
• Construct a graphical calculus that succinctly expresses all single qubit operations
• Provide a complete graphical calculus that can express the Intermediate Representation of TriQ
• Construct a qubit graphical calculus whose phases form a non-commutative group Before we give the definition of ZQ we first give a brief overview of the Bloch Sphere, the groups SU2(C) and SO3(R), and unit quaternions in §2. In §3 we describe the graphical calculus ZX, in §4 we show why the spiders of ZX are incompatible with non-commutative groups, and then in §5 we introduce the graphical calculus ZQ and demonstrate its universality, soundness and completeness. Definition 2.1 (Qubits and the Bloch Sphere). [23] A qubit is a unit vector in H := C 2 . Two qubits v and v ′ are considered experimentally indistinguishable if v ′ = e iα v, defining the equivalence relation v ′ ∼ v. Any qubit v is equivalent via this relation to a vector defined just using two angles, θ and φ .
The space of qubits quotient the relation ∼ is called the Bloch Sphere, with a 'qubit up to global phase' given by the spherical coordinates (θ , φ ). Definition 2.2 (Rotations of the Bloch Sphere). [26, §2] The Bloch Sphere is the familiar 2-sphere in 3-dimensional real space. Accordingly its group of rotations is SO3(R). This presentation of rotations of the Bloch Sphere corresponds to the naming of the Pauli X , Y , and Z matrices as those that fix the x, y, and z axes. This correspondence, however, is imperfect: The Bloch Sphere has already discarded the global phase, but the Pauli matrices act on qubits. Rather than continue to use the language of 3D rotations we shall instead be using unit quaternions (via group isomorphism with SU2(C)) to label our fundamental, single-qubit evolutions. Quaternions are a four-dimensional real algebra, in the same way that the complex numbers are a two-dimension real algebra. Definition 2.3 (Quaternions). [14, p12] The quaternions, invented by Hamilton in 1843, are a noncommutative, four-dimensional, real algebra:
For ZQ we are only interested in unit-length quaternions, forming the groupQ under multiplication. The groupQ is isomorphic with SU2(C), via the isomorphism:
The proof that this is an isomorphism is given as Proposition B.1. At first glance SO3(R) andQ may seem to be unrelated mathematical entities, but there is another way to represent unit-length quaternions, and that is by an angle and a unit vector. It is important to note that this is not the same thing as 'an angle rotation along a unit vector': The angle-vector pair (α,v) and the angle-vector pair (−α, −v) are different as pairs, but would constitute the same rotation in SO3(R). This, in fact, describes the relationship betweenQ and SO3(R). Definition 2.4 (Relating unit quaternions to SO3(R)). There is a canonical homomorphism fromQ to SO3(R), given by
Remark 2.5. The axes x, y and z relate these quaternions as rotations (via φ ) to the Pauli matrices X , Y , and Z. Our presentation introduces a scale factor of ±i, similar to that in Ref. [26, Table 1 ].
Since unit quaternions can represent the fundamental single qubit operations (with ψ linking composition of operations to multiplication of quaternions) it can be simpler to just use the quaternion representation, as in the example of the cross-hardware compiler TriQ: Example 2.6 (Quaternions in TriQ). The compiler TriQ uses quaternions as part of its optimisation process.
Since 1Q operations are rotations, each 1Q gate in the [Intermediate Representation] can be expressed using a unit rotation quaternion which is a canonical representation using a 4D complex number. TriQ composes rotation operations by multiplying the corresponding quaternions and creates a single arbitrary rotation. This rotation is expressed in terms of the input gate set. Furthermore, on all three vendors, Z-axis rotations are special operations that are implemented in classical hardware and are therefore error-free. TriQ expresses the multiplied quaternion as a series of two Z-axis rotations and one rotation along either X or Y axis, thereby maximizing the number of error-free operations. (Full-Stack, Real-System Quantum Computer Studies: Architectural Comparisons and Design Insights [22] )
We shall explicitly construct this decomposition of a quaternion into a Z-X-Z rotation in Proposition 5.8 when we explore how to translate from ZQ to ZX. With these notions of rotations and quaternions established we turn to the ZX-calculus.
The ZX-calculus
The ZX-calculus is a graphical calculus similar to the usual quantum circuit notation of e.g. Ref. [23] . We provide here only a brief introduction, for more see Ref. [7] . ZX-diagrams are built from red (X) and green (Z) spiders, as shown in Figure 1 , joined by wires. These spiders can have any number of inputs or outputs, and they, along with the wires, form the building blocks of the diagrams. Two diagrams can be placed side by side (horizontal composition, ⊗) or the outputs of one are plugged into the inputs of another above (vertical composition, •). Note that these diagrams are read bottom-to-top, rather than left-to-right, but this is purely a matter of convention.
These spiders and wires represent linear maps, with the notation D indicating the linear map associated with the diagram D (see Figure 2 ). Indeed the calculus is universal in that any linear map M : H ⊗m → H ⊗n can be represented as a ZX-diagram. The calculus also comes with a set of rules, and these rules are complete, meaning that if two diagrams represent the same linear map then one can be transformed to the other by the rules. In fact there are several fragments of ZX, each of which can be seen as a restriction on the available Z and X rotations, and each of which has a complete ruleset: Stabilizer ZX [2] , Clifford+T ZX [15] , various finite subgroups beyond Clifford+T ZX [16] , and the Universal ZX [13] . We shall be looking at just the last of these in this paper, and the ruleset we shall be considering is given in Figure 3 .
Note that the rule (EU') of Figure 3 includes a long description of the calculation of β 1 , β 2 , β 3 and γ. This is known as a side condition, and the complexity of the condition stems from the equivalence of different Euler Angle Decompositions. There are other complete rulesets for Universal ZX [13] [16] , but each has a side condition requiring the calculation of moduli and arguments of complex numbers. When we reach the definition of ZQ we will see that there is no such side condition related to Euler Angle Decompositions 1 , because it is inherent in the group action ofQ and the rule (Q). 
: Set of rules ZX for the ZX-Calculus with scalars from Ref. [25] . The right-hand side of (IV) is an empty diagram. (...) denote zero or more wires, while ( · · · ) denote one or more wires. In rule (EU'), β 1 , β 2 , β 3 and γ can be determined as follows: Figure 4 (the CNOT, parameterised Pauli Z, and Hadamard gates [23] ) are ZX diagrams. As shown in that figure each gate has a ZX-calculus analogue. Other common gates can easily be expressed in terms of these gates, for example S := Z π 2 and T := Z π 4 as well as X α and CZ shown below:
Remark 3.2. Note that there are wires in the depictions of the CNOT and CZ gates that are horizontal, and so it is ambiguous whether they are connected to inputs or outputs. This is a reflection of the 'only connectivity matters' rule of ZX; any deformation of the diagram, provided it preserves the connectivity of the wires, results in another ZX diagram with the same interpretation. We can therefore draw horizontal wires without ambiguity.
Spiders and non-commutative groups
Spiders were introduced by Coecke and Duncan in the paper 'Interacting Quantum Observables' [9] , and have already been exhibited in this paper as the red and green spiders of ZX. The Observable Structures of that paper (also called spiders, Definition 6.4) are commutative monoids over a given †-SMC, along with other properties. This commutativity was then vital to their Decorated Spider Rule [9, Theorem 7.11], exhibited for ZX as the rule (S) of Figure 3 . Our first result will be to show that any monoid acting on H is commutative.
In the manner of [9, Definition 6.1]: A monoid over H is a set M of distinct states in H and an associative multiplication gate µ. One of the states, e, is the unit for µ. We depict µ and the elements of M graphically as:
:
The proof of Proposition 4.2 is pure linear algebra and is found in §A. Our interest in this result is that only commutative monoids can be modelled over H in a non-degenerate manner. SinceQ is a non-commutative group, and since the action of a group µ : G × G → G is also necessarily a monoid, this means that we cannot faithfully model the group structure ofQ as a monoid over H. 
The language ZQ
Corollary 4.3 shows that we cannot simply change ZX by labelling spiders with unit quaternions, and so we have constructed a different approach. We will use unit quaternion labels on directed edges to indicate rotations, and use the phase-free Z spiders of ZX to mediate entanglement. We present the graphical calculus ZQ as a compact closed PROP generated by the morphisms in Figure 5 and then present the interpretation of these generators in Figure 7 . We build the transpose of the Q q node in the usual way, as shown in Figure 6 . Proof. This proof is covered in §C, since it amounts to just evaluating each side of each rule. Proof. This proof is covered in §D, and is performed by an equivalence with the ZX calculus, via the translation given in Figure 9 . Proof. The translation from ZX diagrams to ZQ diagrams exhibited in Figure 9 preserves interpretations (this is shown by inspection of the interpretations), and since ZX is universal therefore ZQ is universal. ... Remark 5.5. Using angle-vector pair notation (Definition 2.4) we also have the interpretation:
This is the same as the (transpose of the) operators R v (α) or e iα(v·σ ) [26, §2.2] . This transpose arises from the choice of ±Y as the canonical Pauli Y matrix. Definition 5.6 (Hadamard edge). In order to decrease diagrammatic clutter we shall use the following notation:
This is a scaled version of the familiar 'Hadamard edge' from e.g. [10] , and we will use the shorthand H rather than writing out π, 1 √ 2 (x + z). Note that the Hadamard edge is symmetrical, but the Q H quaternion edge decoration is not, and so we will require a lemma to show that this Hadamard edge is well defined: Lemma 5.7. The Hadamard edge is well defined in ZQ, in that:
Proof. For the semantics:
Syntactically:
Translation to and from ZX
We define the strict monoidal functors F X and F Q on generators in Figure 9 . In defining this translation we make use of two facts: Firstly that we can decompose any unit quaternion into Z then X then Z rotations. This is tantamount to Euler Angle Decomposition and is performed explicitly in Proposition 5.8. Secondly we need to be able to express any complex number in a rather particular form, which is shown in Lemma 5.9. Proposition 5.8. There exist α and γ ∈ [0, 2π), and β ∈ [0, π] such that:
The proof of this lemma is in §B.
Lemma 5.9. Any complex number c can be expressed uniquely as √ 2 n e iα cos β where n ∈ N, α ∈ [0, 2π), β ∈ [0, π) and where n is chosen to be the least n such that √ 2 n ≥ |c|.
λ ( 
Conclusion
This paper introduces the ZQ calculus, showing it is sound, complete, and universal for qubit quantum computation. What's more this paper has shown that simply extending the ZX-calculus to allow arbitrary quaternions as phases would be fundamentally incompatible with ZX's founding principle of spiders. Despite this the completeness result for ZQ was shown via an equivalence with the ZX-calculus.
Additionally ZQ is, to the author's knowledge, the first graphical calculus for qubits that uses a noncommutative phase group. Indeed the only other qubit graphical calculus that uses a phase group that is not a subgroup of [0, 2π) is the graphical calculus for Spekkens' Toy Bit Model in Ref. [4] . This change in algebraic structure allows for the expression of the rules of ZQ with a far simpler, although not eliminated, appeal to side conditions in comparison with the rules of Universal ZX.
With ZQ now described the author hopes that it will serve as an Intermediate Representation for quantum circuit synthesis, allowing it to benefit from the optimisation strategies of both TriQ [22] and ZX [6, 10, 19] . The optimisation results of TriQ are not solely down to the use of quaternions but also include routing and gate-decomposition concerns, which we have not addressed here. Further practical work would include implementing such strategies, and implementing ZQ in proof assistants such as Quantomatic [17] or PyZX [18] . Further theoretical work would seek to eliminate the reliance on side conditions in the rules of ZQ, and potentially adapt this calculus to express quaternionic quantum computing directly. 
A Commutativity of Monoids over Hilbert Space proof
• If dimW = 0 then the monoid has only one element, e, and so is commutative. 
φ :
is a group homomorphism with trivial kernel.
Proof. Write q 1 as w + x + y + z and q 2 as w ′ + x ′ + y ′ + z ′ :
• Show that φ (1) = 1 0 0 1 :
• Show that φ (q) = 1 0 0 1 =⇒ q = 1: Looking at the matrix entries individually:
Proposition 5.8. There exist α and γ ∈ [0, 2π), and β ∈ [0, π] such that:
Proof.
From this we gather:
And finally use these to determine values of α, β and γ :
• q 2 w + q 2 x = cos 2 β 2 determines up to two different possibilities of β ∈ [0, 2π). We will enforce β ∈ [0, π] to make this unique and cos β 2 non-negative. • If β = 0 then set γ = 0, use q w and q x to determine α • Likewise if β = π set γ = 0, use q y and q z to determine α • Otherwise determine α + γ/2 from q w and q x , and α − γ/2 from q y and q z ; their sum and difference give 2α and γ respectively.
The choices we made in this proof we justify by noting that we can represent these choices by certain applications of the spider rule (in the case β = 0) and π-commutativity rules (relating (α, β , γ) ∼ (α + π, −β , γ + π)) in ZX. Proof. Express the complex number c as re iα , where r ∈ R ≥0 . This matches our choice of α ∈ [0, 2π). For all r there is at least one n where √ 2 n ≥ r and so we can find a least such n. Once we know n there is a unique β ∈ [0, π) such that cos β √ 2 n = r.
C Soundness of ZQ
In this section we go through each of the rules given in Figure 8 , showing that the interpretations of the left and right hand sides of the rules are equal.
Proposition C.1. The rule S is sound: Proposition C.2. The rule Q is sound:
Proof. Follows from φ (see Definition 2.3) being a group isomorphism. The left hand side is multiplication in SU2(C), the right hand side is multiplication inQ.
Proposition C.3. The rule Y is sound:
Proof. The action of the cups and caps in Figure 6 (where we defined the diagrammatic transpose), is to enact the transpose in the interpretation:
Proposition C.4. The rule N is sound:
Proposition C.5. The rules I q and I z are sound:
Proof. They all have the interpretation 1 0 0 1 .
Proposition C.6. The rule A is sound:
Proposition C.7. The rule M is sound:
Proof. Both sides have interpretation x × y.
Proposition C.8. The rule I λ is sound:
Where ε is the empty diagram.
Proof. Both sides have interpretation 1.
Proposition C.9. The rule B is sound:
Proposition C.10. The rule CP is sound:
Proposition C.11. The rule P is sound:
D Completeness of ZQ
The completion of ZQ is achieved by finding an equivalence between ZQ and ZX as PROPs. We already know that ZX is complete [13] and this proof was by a similar equivalence with ZW, which was shown to be complete in Ref. [12] . Equivalence is shown by finding a translation of the generators from ZX to ZQ and vice versa ( §5.1), before then translating all of the rules from ZX into ZQ ( §D.1), and keeping these as rules in ZQ. Finally one has to ensure that any diagram translated from ZQ to ZX and back again can be proven to be equivalent to the original ZQ diagram ( §D.2). In symbols this is:
D.1 Proving the translated ZX rules
We aim to show that the rules translated from ZX are all derivable from the rules in Figure 8 , which we will refer to as ZQ. We will use the ZX ruleset from [25, Figure 2 ], quoted here as Figure 3 , and refer to individual ZX rules as ZX rule name . To save space, we will assume applications of the M rule (scalar multiplication) in the statements of the propositions. i.e. ZQ ⊢
Proposition D.4. Translation of the X spider identity
We introduce our first three intermediate lemmas, corresponding to properties of the following three ZX diagrams: 
Since (cos
Lemma D.6. Interaction of two Hadamard rotations
Proof. 
We reproduce the side conditions for the rule ZX EU ′ for reference here:
In rule (EU'), β 1 , β 2 , β 3 and γ can be determined as follows: 
In the hope of easing legibility we separate out the real, i, j, and k components of quaternions onto separate lines where suitable.
Proof. And now substitute these values into our expression for the right hand side:
RHS =1(cos β 2 /2)(cos arg z)+ (185)
And now for the left hand side: i(sin α 1 sin α 2 + cos α 1 α 2 )+ j(sin α 1 cos α 2 − cos α 1 sin α 2 )+ k(cos α 1 cos α 2 − sin α 1 sin α 2 )) 
We have shown that for every rule L = R in ZX, ZQ ⊢ F Q (L) = F Q (R). We have therefore shown that if ZX ⊢ D 1 = D 2 then ZQ ⊢ F Q (D 1 ) = F Q (D 2 ). Proof. 
D.2 From ZQ to ZX and back again
n e iα cos β = λ c (228)
We have shown that for each of the generators of ZQ, ZQ ⊢ F Q (F X (G)) = G, and since F Q and F X are monoidal functors we know that ZQ ⊢ F Q (F X (D)) = D for any diagram D. This concludes our proof of completeness for the rules of ZQ.
